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ABSTRACT. To obtain an accurate insight into the behavior of the most realistic steel 
frames, joint flexibility should be allowed for in the analysis. So far, most research work 
is concentrated on the linear and geometric nonlinear static analysis of steel frames with 
flexible connections. Very few papers were contributed to the dynamic and vibration analysis 
of these types of frames. This paper proposes a numerical method for geometric nonlinear 
vibration analysis of frames with semi-rigid connections. and rigid-zones. The effect of initial 
stress due to the applied load is accounted for in the suggested method, which is believed 
to be more general than the existing methods and does not involve complex calculations. 

1. Introduction 

In the vibration check of slender frames, the stiffness cannot be assumed to 
be constant at all load levels, because of the change of stiffness arisen from the 
presence of initial axial stress. The presence of an axial load affects the stiffness 
of a beam-column. This effect can be included via the geometric stiffness matrix 
or by the stability function. It in turn affects the dynamical characteristics of a 
beam-column system. This article is aimed at the study of the effect of an axial 
load on ~he vibration of frames with semi rigid connections and rigid-zones. These 
analyses have been applied to steel buildings with typical types of connections. In 
order to qualify the connection stiffness, the computer program has been created. 
The so obtained result illustrating that the consideration of semi-rigid behavior 
in connections could give a more realistic prediction for the geometric nonlinear 
vibrations of steel structures. 

2. Dynamic equations, the stiffness matrix and mass matrix of the 
beam element with semi-rigid connections and rigid-zones 

To incorporate the connection rigidity into the member stiffness, it is a common 
practice to model the semi-rigid connection as massless and zero length rotational 
spring. Although semi-rigid · connections exhibit nonlinear response characteristics 
throughout their whole loadi.ng history, it is generally accepted that under service 
loading conditions the semi-rigid connections can be assumed to behave linearly. 

Equations that govern the dynamic response of a structure or medium will be de
rived by requiring the work of external forces to be absorbed by the work of internal, 
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inertial, and viscous forces for any small kinematically admissible motion (i.e., any 
small motion that satisfies both compatibility and essential boundary conditions) 
[2], [3] . For a single element, this work balance becomes 

where { <5u} and {be} are respectively small arbitrary displacements and their corre
sponding strains, [D] is the material property matrix, [kk] is the stiffness matrix of 
the springs, { <5uk}T are the small displacement of the springs, { q} are body forces, 
pis the mass density of the material, kd is a material-damping parameter analogous 
to viscosity, and volume integration is carried out over the element volume Ye. 

Using usual notation, we have for displacement field { u} (which is a function of 
both space and time) and its first two time derivatives 

{ii}= [N]{i} 

{x} = [T]{X} 

{u} = [N]{x}; 

{x} = [T]{X}; 

{X} = [e]{X*}; 

{u} = [N]{i:}; 

{±} = [T]{X}; 

{X} = [e]{X*}; {t} = [e]{X*} (2.2) 

{u} = [N][T][e]{X*}; {u} = [N][T][e]{X*}; {ii} = [N][T][e]{ X*} 

{ } [ k k k k] T. Uk = X1 X2 X3 X4 ' 

{uk} = {X} - {x} = {X} - [T]{X} 

=([I] - [T]){X} =([I] - [T])[e]{X*} 

{ buk}T[kk]{ Uk} = bX~ · k1 · X~ +Ox! · k2 · x! 

[~o ~01 ~o ~o] · [~x;~k
1

] = [ <5x~ <5x~ <5x~ <5x!] · 

0 0 0 k2 X4 

(2.3) 

In Eqs. (2.2), shape functions [NJ are functions of space only and nodal d.o.f. {x}, 
{X}, {X*} are functions of time only, [T] and [e] are transformation matrices [6]. 
Thus Eqs. (2.2) represent a local separation of variables. Combination of Eqs. (2.1) 
and (2.2) yields 
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+ j[eV[TV[NJT p[N][T][e]dV{X*} + j [e]T[T]r[NVkd[N][TJ[e]dV{X*}] 

v. v. 

= {c5X*}T[/[ef[Tf[Nf {q}dv] (2.4) 

v. 

Since { JX*} is arbitrary, Eq (2.4) can be written as 

[M]{X*} + [C]{X*} + [K]{X*} = {F*} (2.5) 

Strictly speaking, the stiffness of a framed structure is not constant but dependent on 
the load. This effect can be included in the instantaneous or incremental equilibrium 
equations via the adoption of the geometric stiffness matrix. Dynamic analysis of 
structure with consideration of geometric nonlinear leads to the equation 

[M]{X*} + [C]{X} + ([K] + [Ku]){X*} ~ {F*} (2.6) 

where: [K], [Ku], [M], [CJ are the stiffness matrix, geometric stiffness matrix, mass 
matrix and damping matrix of the element with semi-rigid connections and rigid
zones, where [Ku] is the geometric stiffness matrix depending on the load level; 
{F*} are external load vectors; {X*}, {X*} , {X*} are the displacement vectors, 
velocity vectors and acceleration vectors of the element with semi-rigid connections 
and rigid-zones. 

The stiffness matrix, geometric stiffness matrix, mass matrix and external load 
vectors of the beam element with semi-rigid connections and rigid-zones are defined 
as: 

where 

= [e]T([TV[k][T] +([I] - [T])r[kk]([IJ - [T])) [e] = [e]r[k][TJ[e], (2.7) 

[ 

12 

[k] = J[B]T[E][B]dV = ~; ~f2 
v. 6L 
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6L -12 
4L2 -6L 
-6L 12 
2L2 -6L 

6L l 2£2 

-6L ' 
4£2 

(2.8) 



[
o o o ol 

[kl = 0 k1 0 0 
k 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 k2 

(2.9) 

We obtain the geometric stiffness matrix of semi-rigid connection and rigid zones as 
[6]: 

where 

[ 

12 6L -12 
P 6L 4L2 -6L 

[ku] = 30L -12 -6L 12 
6L 2£2 -6L 

6L] 2£2 
-6L 
4£2 

and the mass matrix: 

Ve 

where { E} = [BJ{ x }; [B] = -3:_2 [NJ; A is the cross-sectional area; 
dx 

[ 

156 22£ 54 13£1 

[ l = J[N]r [N]dV = pAL 22L 4£
2 

13£ =3£
2 

m p 420 54 13£ 156 -22£ 
Ve -13£ -3£2 -22£ 4£2 

and finally the external load vector: 

(2 .10) 

(2.11) 

(2.13) 

{F*} = [e]T[T]T{f}; where {f} = J[Nf {q}dV (2.14) 

Ve 

The transformation matrixes [e] and [T] are created as [5, 6] 

3. Numerical examples for verfication 
In the computer analysis of frames taking into account the nonlinear effect due 

to the change of stiffness by the initial stress, free dynamic vibration-real eigenvalues 
are defined [4]. If no damping or forcing terms exist in the dynamic problem of Eq. 
(2.6) this is reduced to 

[M]{X*} + ([K] + [Ku]){X*} = {O}, (3.1) 
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a general solution of such an equation is written as 

{X*} = {X*} sin(wt + '!j;). (3.2) 

Substituted (3.2) into (3.1) we find that w can be determined from 

-w2 [M]{X*}+ ([K] + [Ka]){X* } = {O}. (3.3) 

The Eq. (3 .3) is used to determine the geometric nonlinear natural frequencies of 
the beam element with semi-rigid connections and rigid-zones. 

The develop analysis was numerically implemented through a computer program 
written by Pascal language, which was tested for efficiency and reliability. The input 
is methodically and economically grouped into data files with very little time and 
effort required for their preparation. Most features broadening the scope of the 
analysis have been transferred to the computer code. 

p p~ t p. 
p 

EJx k, EJx k, EJx 
E = 30000kip/in2 

H EJc EJ H EJc EJc H EJc EJ = 21091327376.5kg/m2 

A= 17.63 in
2
= 0.0114m2 

p p p p p p 
~ =_.E_ a.=4- =--'=..! 

EJx k, EJx k, EJx 
f,, lx EJx 

p =7.372122 kips2/irf 

H EJc EJ H EJc EJc H EJc EJ = 803.338 kgs2/m4(KG/m) 

Jc= Jx= 984 in4= 0.0004096 m4 

Pin-Pin solution Semi-figid solution Fixed-Fixed solution H = 240 in = 6.096 m 
L = 480 in= 12.192 m 

a) L b) L c) L 

Fig . 1. Vibration analysis of portal frames with various spring stiffness 

Several plane frames are investigated using the program to demonstrate the 
validity and effectiveness of the dynamic analysis for semi-rigid frames. The table 2 
illustrated for {3 = P/ PTh = 0 to 0.999 and a= 0.001 to a= 1000 respectively with 
simple connections and rigid connections, for semi-rigid connections k1 = k2 = k . 

Table 1. Mode I-Natural frequency w without consideration of geometric nonlinear 

Joint type 

Theory [1] 
Article computer code 
Sap 2000 

Pin-pin solution 

12.745 
12.281 
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Fixed-fixed solution 

27.620 
27.579 
27.096 



Table 2. Mode 1-Natural frequency w with consideration of geometric nonlinear 
(3= Pin- Semi-rigid Solution-Joint Stiffness a = k/ix Fixed-

P/PTh Pin 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 1000 Fixed 
·- -

0 12.745 12.75 12.816 13.418 17.291 24.563 27.540 27.58 
0.1 12.10 12.10 12.164 12.735 16.409 23.303 26.130 26.17 
0.2 11.41 11.42 11 .473 12.012 15.477 21.971 24.638 24.67 
0.3 10.68 10.68 10.737 11.241 14.483 20.552 23.050 23.08 
0.4 9.89 9.90 9.945 10.412 13.414 19.028 21.343 21.37 
0.5 9.03 9.04 9.082 9.509 12.250 17.371 19.486 19.51 
0.6 8.08 8.09 8. 127 8.509 10.962 15.537 17.432 17.46 
0.7 7.00 7.01 7.042 7.373 9.497 13.456 15.100 15.12 
0.8 5.72 5.72 5.753 6.023 8.489 10.987 12.331 12.35 
0.9 4.05 4.05 4.070 4.261 5.489 7.769 8.722 8.73 

0.999 0.13 0.128 0.129 0.135 0.174 0.246 0.276 0.276 

It can be seen in table 2 that the variation of the natural frequency is considerable 
when the joint stiffness changes. Consequently, the ignorance of this joint flexibil
ity may generally lead to an unacceptable error in the analysis for many types of 
structures. 

As can be seen in table 2, an axial force alters the natural frequency significantly 
when the force is large. If the axial load is in tension, the frequency of the member 
will be increased and vice versa. When the load is close to the Euler's buckling 
load, the frequency will tend to zero, indicating an unstable equilibrium state where 
frequency will be very low. 

5. Con cl us ions 
The results of these analyses are believed to represent a rather complete picture 

on the vibration behavior of steel frames with semi-rigid connections and rigid-zones 
by various types of joints. Generally speaking, the extent of the influence due to the 
geometric stiffness and joint flexibility can be inspected by studying the relationship 
between various matrices in equation (3.3) . The proposed method adopts a shape 
function with springs and rigid-zones at both ends and thus the principle of the total 
potential energy can be applied directly to obtain the element matrices. 

The effect of axial load on the natural frequency of a structure depends on the 
magnitude of the change of the member stiffness by the load. For slender structures 
subjected to high axial load, this effect is significant and vice versa. In general, if 
column of medium slenderness are designed without the consideration of axial load 
effect, the frequency of structure will be over-estimated. 

The computer program has been written for the geometric nonlinear vibration 
analysis of steel frames with semi rigid connections and rigid-zones in this study 
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based on the above derivations. The validity of the program is substantiated by the 
test cases in table 1. 

Examples on the linear and geometric nonlinear vibration analysis of steel frame 
with semi-rigid connections and rigid-zones are given to illustrate the application 
and the accuracy of the suggested techniques. 
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DAO DQNG KRUNG THEP c6 NUT CUNG v A LIEN KET DAN HOI 

XET DEN sv LAM VI?C PHI TUYEN HINH HQC 

Theo phucmg phan tich dao d(mg thong thm:mg de) cung cua h~ ket cau la hang 
SO, nhung th\fC te de) Cung Cua h~ con ph\J. thuc)c vao d~c tinh cua tfil tr9ng tac dvng 
len h~ . Bai bao da sil- dvng phuang phap phan til- huu h~n de khdw sat de) dan hoi 
cua lien ket Va S\f lam vi~c phi tuyen hl.nh h9C CUa h~ anh huCrng the nao den tan 
so dao dc)ng rieng cua khung. Cach tinh tren duqc xay d\fng d\fa tren mo hl.nh lam 
vi~c sat th1,rc te han cua h~ ket cau VI da xet duqc S\f lam vi~c phi tuyen hl.nh h9C 
va de) dan hoi cua lien ket anh hu&ng den bai toan dc)ng l\fC h9C cong trlnh. Ve m~t 
ung d\lng, tan so dao dc)ng rieng cua h~ ket cau ho~c m<)t phan cua h~ ket cau khi 
thiet ke cau t~ phru khac v&i tan so dao dc)ng kich thich de tranh hi~n tuqng cc)ng 
hu&ng. Do d6, vi~c d\f bao chfnh xac tan so dao dc)ng rieng cua cong trlnh la mc)t 
bu&c quan tr9ng trong qua tr1nh thiet ke ket cau. 
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